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Optimize Application Performance:
Validate Against Business Requirements

Want to analyze and validate
the performance of your
business applications against
business requirements across
the enterprise? With the performance center edition of the
SAP LoadRunner application
by HP, you can do just that –
and mitigate risk associated
with application deployment
and upgrades.

Summary
The SAP® LoadRunner application by HP helps you test and diagnose the performance of business-critical applications and processes before they go live. The
performance center edition lets you increase hardware use by empowering a
performance-testing center of excellence (CoE), driving the standardization of
a single load-testing platform organization-wide.
Business Challenges
•• Validate the performance of software that supports business processes
•• Diagnose performance issues before going live
•• Reduce slowdowns in development schedules
•• Improve utilization of testing resources
•• Minimize costs associated with resolving performance problems
Key Features
•• Definition of the business process – Evaluate business processes and determine
the optimum hardware and software platform
•• Script development – Build traffic patterns to match peak workloads, using userfriendly tools
•• Diagnostics – Gain detailed views of performance issues
•• User load expansion – Increase the virtual user load to simulate peak load
•• Evaluation and modification – Measure the simulated performance against key
performance indicators and recommend changes
•• Retesting and validation – Duplicate tests to help ensure that fixes are effective
•• Collaboration – Enable stakeholders to work efficiently by looking at the same
screen in real time
Business Benefits
•• Increased efficiency via rigorous testing of all applications before they go live
•• Greater flexibility to adapt quickly to changing business processes
•• Reduced risk of system failures at times of peak demand
•• Enhanced ability to plan, deliver, and benefit from the newest classes of servicedriven business processes
•• Centralization of a performance-testing CoE
•• Standardization enabling multiple lines of business to run their own departmentlevel testing groups while leveraging the expertise of a core team of people
For More Information
Call your SAP representative, or visit us online at
www.sap.com/solutions/solutionextensions/loadrunner/index.epx.
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One of your key business goals is to keep
your mission-critical applications at peak
performance and scalability levels as
defined by business requirements. You
need an effective way to predict system
behavior and performance under realistic
stress conditions. However, when applications perform poorly, it’s critical to find
the complete root cause quickly.
SAP offers a testing solution that
enables your IT staff to optimize applications on the basis of expected load
conditions. The SAP® LoadRunner application by HP, performance center edition,
uses minimal hardware resources to
lower the cost of distributed load testing.
Because it can be managed via the Web,
you gain 24x7 access to a shared testing
infrastructure, which can scale from a
single project to a full testing center of
excellence (CoE).
Simulating Production
Workloads
This integrated performance validation
solution emulates hundreds or thousands
of concurrent users to apply simulated
production workloads to virtually any client environment. Using this enterprise-

class solution, testing teams can stress
an application from end to end – applying
consistent, measurable, and repeatable
loads – with deep diagnostics to identify
the source of scalability issues.
SAP LoadRunner helps you:
•• Lower the cost of distributed load
testing
•• Reduce the risk of deploying software
systems that do not meet performance
requirements
•• Reduce hardware and software costs by
accurately predicting system capacity
•• Drive productivity by providing one
interface between the line of business
(LOB) and the center of excellence
•• Quickly and accurately pinpoint the
root cause of application performance
problems
•• Evaluate, modify, and retest your
solutions
With SAP LoadRunner, you can enable
global standardization and the formation of a performance-testing CoE or a
performance-testing IT shared service.
Everyone from LOB managers to testers
gains project-level visibility and a collaborative working environment. Efficiencies

that arise from centralization and standardization – such as common skill sets,
common hardware and licenses, and
around-the-clock usage – help you test
effectively at lower cost.
Using custom-generated virtual users,
the software allows you to develop scripts,
drive load, diagnose problems, collaborate with stakeholders, and deploy your
applications without surprises. As it drives
load against the system, SAP LoadRunner
lets you capture the end-user response
times of key business processes and
transactions to determine if service-level
agreements can be met. Nonintrusive,
real-time performance monitors obtain
and display performance data from every
application tier, server, and system component. And diagnostic probes gather
code-level data so you can isolate bottlenecks down to the SQL or method level.
The combination of end-user, systemlevel, and code-level visibility dramatically
reduces time to problem resolution.
Find Out More
Call your SAP representative, or visit
us online at www.sap.com/solutions
/solutionextensions/loadrunner/index.epx.

The performance center edition of SAP LoadRunner emulates hundreds
or thousands of concurrent users to apply simulated production
workloads to virtually any client environment.

